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About Elitmind Academy

History Mission

In 2019, we started to provide knowledge in the field of

Data & AI on a larger scale on a regular basis in the form

of webinars and workshops as part of Elitmind's

activities. In 2020, we launched our first On-Demand

Online Video Course. The success and interest in our

initiatives prompted us to build separate business line

focused on modern education. We currently operate as

an independent brand of Elitmind Academy and reach

thousands of people with the highest quality knowledge.

Our mission is:
Building a competitive advantage through the practical
application of the latest knowledge from the IT world.

We want to share the knowledge we share – to develop
both individual specialists and entire companies.

We believe that a practitioner, the latest knowledge is
the driving force behind innovation and competitiveness.



Complete coverage of all key issues 

in the area of Power BI to create 

and publish reports yourself.

The course is prepared

and run by people who implement 

advanced Power BI projects on a 

daily basis.

HELP AND SUPPORT FOR 12 
MONTHS

CERTIFIED COACHES 
AND PRACTICES

COMPLEXITY

We provide knowledge all year 
round with updates. Students 

have access to our trainers.

Why us?



Doradzamy, jak sprostać

konkretnym wyzwaniom

biznesowym itechnicznymWe share knowledge

and experience

from real Elitmind projects

We know how to quickly 

develop in Microsoft Azure 

Data Services because we 

have walked this path 

ourselves

We advise on how to meet 

specific business and technical 

challenges

Our trainers are experienced 

practitioners and substantive experts 

in the areas of Data & AI

We offer an independent 

educational platform for on-line and 

on-demand learning

Why Elitmind Academy?



Our competencies



trained
students

people to whom
we reach with

our newsletter

participants of our 
webinars and 

workshops

people who took the tests 
passed our exams from 
the acquired knowledge

829

2463

certified trainers-
consultants

from the area of Data & AI

Elitmind Academy in numbers

378712

91%



Knowledge divided into thematic modules 

and short lessons

Checking quizzes after each module

Possibility to repeat each lesson at any 

time

Possibility to ask questions for each lesson

Homework to consolidate knowledge

How does the learning look like?

See example lesson

Module 7/ Lesson 9- rules for building a dashboard

https://courses.elitmindacademy.com/powerbi/


Agenda



Introduction

Introduction to Business Intelligence 

Introduction to Power Platform

Examples and capabilities

Management and configuration

Data and access security



Power BI

Introduction to Microsoft Power BI

Data preparation

Data modeling

Introduction to DAX

Data exploration

Data visualization 

Navigation between reports



Power Apps

Introduction to Microsoft Power Apps

Understand PowerApps Components

Building PowerApps

Customize PowerApps using the automated wizards

Connect to a variety of data sources

Canvas apps vs model-driven apps



Power Automate

Introduction to Microsoft Power Automate

Creating and Automating business process

Managing Approval

Integrating PowerApps with Power automate

Connecting to a variety of data sources



Power Virtual Agents

Introduction to Power Virtual Agents

Building first chatbots

Testing and analyzing chatbots

Publishing chatbots



Recommendations
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Recommendations

The course meets my expectations as much as possible, it is even more extensive 
than I expected, and it opened my eyes to the possibilities offered by Power BI and 
how little I have used so far.

I will certainly come back to the recordings after the end of the course and I am 
going to implement the presented good practices in my own reports.

Magdalena Banasiewicz
Analyzes and databases specialist



Thanks to you I discover new areas in Power BI anew. Organize the whole, how are 
the lessons and Q&A sessions conducted - having a comparison to other courses -
this course is conducted in an exemplary manner. For example, the DAX module, 
although the matter is difficult, Kamil led it and explained it perfectly
and professional.

Marcelin Matusiak
Marketing Intelligence Expert | Insight Manager | BI Explorer

Recommendations



The course is great! A lot of knowledge, practical examples and a lot of 
commitment. Technically flawless. If there is any continuation, I will certainly take 
part in it.

I recommend to my friends.

Robert Grosse
Controlling and Business Intelligence Consultant

Recommendations



Contact us

www.elitmindacademy.com

contact@elitmindacademy.com

http://www.elitmindacademy.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/elitmind-academy/
https://www.facebook.com/ElitmindAcademy
https://www.youtube.com/c/ElitmindAcademy
https://twitter.com/elitmindacademy
mailto:contact@elitmindacademy.com

